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The XBMC Foundation does not use any tracking software, nor log IPs, nor sell any information. The only information the XBMC Foundation collects is IPTV channels as they appear in playlists. This is purely for
the purpose of viewing IPTV channels from IPTV playlists for the purpose of accessing local broadcast content that you may not be able to access through the US based Internet service provider. You can't run the
ipv4.url in a file, you have to put it in the ipv4.url field in the settings of a channel, so you have to do this separately for each ipv4.url you want to add. If you add several different ones in one line of the settings
field, then that line isn't valid. You can add as many M3U playlist files as you would like. This is a good way to keep a library of your favorite IPTV channels together on one place. Another thing to keep in mind

when adding in M3U playlist files is that each file has a 8 character ID. This is similar to a file name in a physical directory so when adding new M3U files they must be added in sequential order with the same ID.
If you add them in this order: m3u8.com.xxxxxxx, m3u8.com.xxxxxxx, m3u8.com.xxxxxxx and add them in this order, then the 4th file's ID won't work and your attempt to mark them all as one will not work.

Keep that in mind when adding in multiple M3U playlist files. As mentioned above, you can use a free IPTV channel M3U playlist to stream free live TV channel content. The easiest way to use Kodi to watch IPTV
M3U playlists is to install the IPTV and PVR add-ons (free software that lets you control your PC from your TV). The IPTV add-on allows you to manage your IPTV M3U playlists by assigning the playlists to a given

TV channel.
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I am using an M3u file for the
Kodi IPTV channels. I want to
start my Kodi from my IPTV

server, using the M3u file and
need to access the channels, do
I access the M3u file with item
1st or with Kodi IPTV I have an
M3u playlist file loaded into the
Kodi Simple Client IPTV Addon

(Kodi 17.0, Build
17.0-11-g74c1f7c (37403)) and

it works pretty well, the only
problem is I dont see any IPTV
categories on the shows being
played, and its not easy to tell
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which ones are the more
popular channels. I want to

modify the M3U file to group the
IPTV channels based on

popularity, or perhaps I can do
this with a Kodi setting. Perhaps

there is a setting I need to
change within the Simple Client
Kodi IPTV addon to modify the

way the IPTV channels are
listed. Any suggestions would
be helpful I use IPTV Rhapsody

on my router. I can load the
channel list from there to any

Kodi channel that has IPTV
Rhapsody installed. However, it
seems to be a pain to add new
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IPTV Rhapsody channels
because every time I add a

channel through Rhapsody, it
adds channels to my IPTV
playlists via the URL IPTV

Rhapsody provides, which takes
a while to open. I usually add

some channels through the Kodi
IPTV settings, then they keep
adding and re-adding them to
my IPTV playlists. What is the
easiest way to stop this? I feel
like this shouldnt be so difficult
This is my first time loading a

channel list in IPTV in Kodi, I am
not sure about this whole Kodi
IPTV thing, but I really do like
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the Kodi Simple Client and it
would be nice to get my IPTV
channels to load into it. I have

tried many times to do this
manually, but I dont see any

way to set the IPTV channels. I
dont understand what to

change to set them up. I have
tried to add them to another
playlist and then add that to

Kodi, and then it doesnt work.
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